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Chambers of Persuasion 
By Andrew Shields, 4.13 

 
The Gelishite Chapter House worshiped Belderias, a goddess 
who brought clarification and/or confusion through pain and 
sexual manipulation. They angered many in the city, and 
their chapter house was burned to the ground. That was a 
long time ago. 
 
Recent construction by a local criminal gang expanding their 
hideout found an underground chamber that was once under 
the chapter house, and leads down into the chambers of 
persuasion. Who knows what valuables may be unattended in 
the moist darkness? 
 
Wandering Monster: 1d4 Veterans and 1d2 Instinctives. 
 
1. Entry. Stairs up to the former chapter house are collapsed and built over. A new tunnel breaks into the entry chamber. 

Stairs descend into darkness. A few ruined benches and pillows are scattered around. 
 

2. Worship Chamber. A preacher would stand before the statue and teach a crowd of worshipers. 
• The statue is of a cloaked figure, weighted down and manacled, kneeling. Manacles are silver, pick locks to remove 

them, worth 150 gp. 
• The walls are covered with blasphemous claims that the city’s religions try to shackle the human spirit with lies to 

exert power and control behavior. Natural impulse is the only thing that is clean and pure. 
 

3. Library. Many rare scrolls and books detail blasphemies gathered, crafted, and remastered by the Gelishites. A long table 
down the middle of the room, and bookshelves or scroll racks on all the walls. The SE corner has a prayer font to 
Belderias. 
• Contact Poison. All those who touched books with bare skin have 1d4 turns until the hallucinations start—deeply 

personal and humiliating sexual fantasies. As the Confusion spell (save is possible.) The antidote is in the prayer font; 
washing affected areas neutralizes the poison. 

• 1 turn of searching will discover 1d4 valuable books, each worth 1d6 x50 gp. 3d4 searches will find all the valuable 
books. 
 

4. Discovery Chamber. The priesthood would bring supplicants here to teach and to learn, discovering who they really were 
through profoundly intimate rites. 
• Undead Succubus. An undead succubus (Jerialta, stats as a wight) languishes here, eager to come to grips with new 

people. Every time she drains a level, a succubus or incubus (even chance of either) rises from the mist of the room, 
given new form to touch flesh once more. When she is killed they disappear in 1 full turn. 
 

5. Punishment by Chance. Enemies of the chapter, or those in need of discipline, were restrained here. A variety of 
punishments were administered, usually involving machines or animals, so there was a chance that the victim would be 
spared by luck or divine guidance. 
• Boo Boo Box. A chest in the center of the room, between the restraints, contains 6 inactive clockwork scorpions. They 

attack as the box is opened. 
 

6. Anvil of Truth. An altar with restraints and a variety of questionable objects enmeshed in machinery around it.  
• The altar radiates faint magic, but it can only be effective if used by one of Belderias’ faithful. 

 
7. Path to the Forge. Carved into the wall is a map of the Forge below, decorated with gears. Collapsed long ago. 

 
8. Exit. A ladder leads up to the cellar of a local tavern. 

 
9. Nature Pen. To truly discover natural inclination, infants were put in this contained area and given the bare necessities to 

survive. They were then used as object lessons and fanatical warriors of the chapter, Instinctives. Long ago, something 
happened to the mortar and stone wall that separated the area. It was broken from within. 
• 4 Instinctives. Crazed humans, stats as gnoll. Black leather suits, clubs. Unable to speak, angry. 
• There are unnerving signs of recent use of the site; burned down candles, incense pots, new benches… 


